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Abstract

Routing or path finding is one of the most popular services, which is widely used by citizens and tourists, around the world. These systems, which are generally developed based on WebGIS provide users with the capability of introducing a start and an end point and then to observe the optimum (e.g. shortest) path between these two points. However these systems can only perform analysis for specific areas for which the data is available in the WebGIS and also can only work based on the specific routing algorithm(s), by which the system is designed. To increase the flexibility of the system, an alternative solution could be the availability of a Web-based routing system that works based on Distributed Geospatial Information System (DGIS) and Automatic Service Composition techniques. An aim of this research is to design and develop a system for routing based on automatic service composition.

Although, many efforts have been done to develop path finding algorithms for vehicle navigation, less attention has been paid on developing flexible path finding algorithms for pedestrians. So another aim of this research is to develop such an algorithm.

In this research, a routing algorithm for pedestrians was developed, implemented and tested based on OGC’s WPS standard. This was conducted, as part of the European Union funded HaptiMap project. Also, general architecture of a routing system that works based on automatic Web service composition was designed and implemented. The results of the test and the evaluation of the system shows:

- The applicability and the flexibility of the proposed routing algorithm for pedestrians.
- The flexibility and the efficiency of routing based on automatic service composition.

Keywords: Automatic Web Service Composition, Routing in open spaces, WFS, WPS, GML, Syntactic Interoperability.
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1. Introduction

A Geographical Information System (GIS) is a system designed to capture, store, manipulate, analyze, manage, and present all types of geographical data (Foote & Lynch, 2000). Web GIS enables the communication of all components of GIS to happen through the web, enabling diverse data, analysis algorithms, users and visualization techniques that may be hosted at any location on the Web (Avraam, 2010).

Now a day, Web GIS provides citizens with the capability of using GIS and spatial planning techniques for daily activities. It is generally easy to communicate with WebGISs through user-friendly interfaces, which are designed for specific purposes such as map navigation, spatial search or analysis, e.g. finding the shortest path. However, while using WebGIS applications, users are generally limited to the functionalities and the data that are supported/provided by a WebGIS system. In other words, if a user’s request is beyond the scope of the data and the functionalities of a WebGIS, the system is incapable of responding to that request and hence the user would get no result, although the required data and functionalities may be still available somewhere on Internet. Shifting from client-server WebGIS architecture to Distributed Geospatial Information Services (DGIS) architecture may be a solution to offer more proper GIS services to citizens. In this case, automatic service composition would be the central technique for achieving the aim. Service composition is the area of science which looks for proper processes and tools to chain Web services for fulfilling user’s request (Yue et al., 2007). These services can interoperate together to fulfill the user’s request. But the main challenge is still finding solutions on how to chain these services in a proper way and by which tools.

Routing or path finding is one of the most popular services, which is widely used by citizens and tourists, around the world. These systems, which are generally developed based on WebGIS, provide users with the capability of introducing a start and an end point and then to observe the optimum (e.g. shortest) path between these two points. However, as discussed earlier, these systems can only perform analysis for specific areas for which the data is available in the system. An alternative is availability of a service which is more flexible and can do routing on any given geographical boundary. This can be done through finding proper Web services and chaining them in a proper order.

On the other hand algorithms of path finding are each designed for a specific purpose. In general they can be categorized into algorithms designed for vehicles and algorithms designed for pedestrians. The rapid popularity of navigation systems in cars has caused the algorithms of second kind to be neglected. In most applications the path which is offered by the system is more proper for vehicles and special limitations, preferences and capabilities of pedestrians are not considered. The simplest example could be possibility
of making shortcuts when walking in a city. Pedestrians are not restricted to streets and can make shortcuts through parks, yards, pathways and open spaces while traveling.

1.1 Aims

This thesis has two general aims:

a) Development of an algorithm for planning path for pedestrians which can be used to guide users in a city.

b) Using automatic Web service composition for routing.

1.2 A typical scenario

Suppose a user asks for the shortest path between a given arbitrary start point to another arbitrary end point in a city. Instead of connecting to a WebGIS -which is limited regarding data and functionality- a system based on automatic Web service composition can exist to which the user can connect and introduce the desired start and end points as well as routing algorithm. Then the system

- searches on the internet to find available data services and processing services (to satisfy routing),
- selects the most proper data and processing services,
- composes these services, automatically, to perform the routing analysis and to generate the result, and finally,
- shows the result to the user.

Such a system may be more flexible than a client-server WebGIS.

1.3 Thesis structure

This thesis is organized in 6 chapters. After the present chapter, which is an introductory, in chapter 2 path finding algorithms are reviewed according to their functionalities. Pros and cons of each method is discussed and some algorithms are described with more details. Chapter 3 describes the concept of Web service composition and reviews the most important standards and interfaces for Web service composition in geospatial community.

In chapter 4 the proposed path finding algorithm and how the algorithm was implemented is described. In chapter 5 the system architecture, which is used for automatic Web service composition is described as well as the implementation of the system. Finally the thesis ends with conclusion and future directions in chapter 6.
2. Path planning algorithms

There are a variety of path planning algorithms based on the purpose or application of the planning. The optimum path maybe based on the shortest distance or the fastest travel time. The path found for a vehicle may go through highways which makes it longer regarding the total length but makes the traveling time shorter. Most drivers prefer this comparing to waiting in long traffic lines in downtown streets. Other factors might be important in other fields. E.g. in robotics, each time a robot wants to make a turn it has to stop and it consumes considerable effort to make it run again. Here the number of turns becomes important and it is tried to offer a path with the least number of turns possible for the robot. To guide the traffic to desired directions in transportation science different costs could be defined for roads which give each road some weight that makes the road more proper or less proper for the final path. Some algorithms are proper for vehicles while other may be better for pedestrians. The concern of this thesis is planning path for pedestrians and for simplicity the focus is on finding the shortest path.

Shortest path algorithms can be divided into two main categories: Algorithms that rely on network structure and algorithms for open spaces. We will now discuss each of them in details.

2.1. Algorithms that rely on network structure

These algorithms are mostly used for vehicle navigation systems. They are based on a graph (network) consisting of nodes and edges/links (Figure 2.1). These algorithms are a main research question in the field of Geographic Information Systems. Some well-known methods are Dijkstra’s algorithm (Dengfeng & Dengrong, 2001), Floyd’s algorithm (Garcia et al., 2007) and A-star (Hart et al., 1968).

![Figure 2.1 A network consisting of four nodes (A, B, C, D) and four edges. Each edge has a distance or weight (Harrie, 2010).](image)
2.1.1 Dijkstra’s algorithm

Dijkstra’s is one of the well-known algorithms for determining the shortest path, proposed by Edsger Dijkstra in 1959. The algorithm finds the shortest path between two specific nodes as well as the shortest path between a node and all other nodes in the graph.

Considering a graph consisting of edges and nodes and a source node as inputs, a brief description of the algorithm is as following (Harrie, 2010):

- set the distance to every node on the graph with infinity (nodes with infinite distances from source are not ‘visited’).
- start iteration
- select a ‘current node’ which is the closest unvisited node to the source (for the first iteration the current node is the source node and the distance to it will be zero)
- determine the sum of the distances between an unvisited node (which is directly connected to current node) and the distance determined for the current node, if it is less than the distance determined for unvisited node, update the distance for the unvisited node
- mark the current node as visited and select the unvisited node with lowest distance (from the source) as the current node
- do iteration until all nodes are marked as visited

The shortest path tree is constructed edge by edge and at each step one new edge is added to the tree. Dijkstra’s algorithm does not search along a possible path direction but rather in all directions (Harrie, 2010). Different weights can be defined for edges which can be length, traveling time or any other thing based on the purpose of application.

With a network consisting of n nodes, Dijkstra’s algorithm has a computational complexity of $O(n^2)$.

2.1.2 Floyd’s algorithm

Similar to the Dijkstra’s the input of Floyd’s algorithm is a weighted graph but unlike the Dijkstra’s, the weights could be both positive and negative.

Considering nodes of a graph numbered through 1 to N and a function shortestPath(i, j, k) that returns the shortest possible path from node i to node j using vertices only from the set {1,2,...,k} as intermediate points along the way, the following recursive formula is the core functionality of the algorithm (Floyd, 1962):
shortestPath(i,j,k) = min(shortestPath(i,j,k-1), shortestPath(i,k,k-1)+shortestPath(k,j,k-1))

And the base case is:

shortestPath(i,j,0) = w(i,j)

Where w(i,j) is the weight of the edge between vertices i and j

Floyd’s algorithm has a computational complexity of O(n³), where n is the number of nodes in the network.

2.1.3 A-star algorithm

Hart et al. (1986) first described the algorithm in 1968. It is an extension of Dijkstra’s algorithm. Dijkstra’s algorithm’s computational complexity (O(n²)) makes it inappropriate for finding the shortest route over long distances (e.g. between Stockholm and Copenhagen). Using heuristics the problem of high computational complexity in Dijkstra’s is tried to be alleviated in A-star algorithm.

All the algorithms described above use a network structure for finding the shortest path which makes them limited regarding two aspects: First the source and destination should be a part of the network (in practice this means the user should be on one of the networks nodes). Second the path is limited to the edges of the network (while in practice it may be possible to make shortcuts in e.g. open spaces). This makes the algorithms inappropriate for pedestrians.

2.2 Algorithms for open spaces

These algorithms are not restricted to edges and nodes of a network. The user can start from anywhere (not always a node) and make shortcuts through open spaces. These algorithms are research questions in the field of Computational Geometry. They are designed for pedestrians who have more freedom in choosing the path and in some other applications such as finding optimized path for robots.

Most of the methods use the triangulation of a polygon (Lee & Preparata’s, 1984; Guibas et al., 1986; Reif & Storer, 1985). These algorithms first make a triangulation of the open space polygon and then compute the shortest path in the resulted network. However the result is not the actual shortest path and is an estimation of the real path.

Pan et al. (2009) have designed an algorithm by creating an internal network inside the open space by linking all the pairs of vertices inside the polygon and the start point and end point. A shortest path is then found by using Dijkstra’s algorithm. The algorithm is much more precise comparing to those algorithms which use triangulation. Yet the study
does not get detailed about polygon holes (like buildings inside an open space) in the algorithm description.

All the efforts for developing a shortest path algorithm could be placed in one of the categories described in chapters 2.1 and 2.2. This thesis presents a combined algorithm which benefits from methods mentioned from both groups. Some methods are slightly modified to enhance the usability.
3. Web Service Composition

Service composition is the process of creating the service chain though composing a collection of interoperable Web services (Yue et al., 2007). Interoperability is the capability to exchange information, execute programs, or transfer data among various functional units in a manner that requires the user to have little or no knowledge of the unique characteristics of those units (Percivall, 2002). There are two levels of interoperability: Syntactic Interoperability and Semantic Interoperability (Percivall, 2002). The former deals with data encoding and software interfaces for data exchange. The latter deals with semantic definition and description of spatial data and Web services.

Syntactic interoperability is achieved by different standards and interfaces. In geospatial community the most popular standards are defined by Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) together with ISO. OGC is an international industry consortium aimed to develop interface standards for making interoperable geo-services on Web (OGC, 2012). In geospatial community most of the standards are developed by OGC and are used more than any other similar standards.

The semantic interoperability is achieved by describing data and web services semantically, using ontologies. There are a variety of languages for developing ontologies such as RDF (W3C, 2012b), OWL (W3C, 2012a) and WSML (W3C, 2012c).

3.1 OGC standards

OGC has developed a variety of encoding and interface standards to satisfy syntactic interoperability among geospatial web services.

The main encoding standards are Geography Markup Language (GML) and KML (Portele, 2007). Examples of interface standards are Web Map Service (Beaujardiere, 2006), Web Feature Service (Vretanos, 2005), Web Coverage Service (Whiteside & Evans, 2008) and Web Processing Service (Schut, 2007). Each of these services is defined for special type of data or process. WFS defines the standard interface for Web services providing feature (vector) data. It returns the requested feature in GML format. WCS supports coverage (raster) data and the output is in pictorial format (JPEG/PNG etc.). WPS is in charge of the calculations on Web. One can download the data from the data-provider services such as WFS or WCS and pass the results to a WPS for further analysis. The WMS at last can be used for rendering the map in picture formats such as PNG or JPEG.

In this research GML, WFS, WPS are used. So these services will be explained in more details.
3.1.1 WFS

WFS defines standards for publishing feature (vector) data on Web (Vretanos, 2005). In a WFS three operations must be defined:

*GetCapabilities*: Describes which feature types the WFS can service and what operations are supported on each feature type.

*DescribeFeatureType*: Describes the structure of any feature type the WFS can service.

*GetFeature*: Is used to retrieve feature instances.

A basic WFS would implement the operations mentioned above. But there are more optional operations such as *LockFeature, Transaction* etc. (Vretanos, 2005).

There are two methods to encode the WFS requests. One can use XML and HTTP POST protocol (Vretanos, 2005). The alternative is using keyword-value pairs (KVP) to encode the various parameters of a request using HTTP GET.

Figure 3.1 is a simplified protocol diagram illustrating the messages that might be exchanged between a client application and a WFS during typical request and responses.

![Figure 3.1 Messages that might be exchanged between a client application and a WFS (Vretanos, 2005).](image-url)
3.1.2 WPS

WPS defines a standardized interface that facilitates the publishing of geospatial processes, and the discovery of and binding to those processes by clients (Schut, 2007). A WPS may perform any algorithm or calculations or modeling on spatially referenced data. These processes performed by WPS can be as simple as a simple spatial reference system transformation or as complicated as a global climate change model (Schut, 2007). WPS is targeted at processing both vector and raster data.

There are three mandatory operations which all WPS servers should follow (Schut, 2007):

GetCapabilities: By this the user can request and receive back service metadata document (XML) which describes the abilities of the specific server implementation. Each of the processes offered by WPS are included in this document with descriptions about them.

DescribeProcess: Provides the user with detailed information about the processes that can be run on the server. The user can request and receive back a document with the process information including the inputs required, their allowable formats, and the outputs that can be produced.

Execute: This operation allows a client to run a specific process by providing specified inputs and receive back the output.

WPS requests can be encoded using both GET and POST in the same way as WFS request.

3.1.3 GML

Geography Markup Language is an XML grammar written in XML Schema for the description of application schemas as well as the transport and storage of geographic information (Portele, 2007). Data sets containing points, lines and polygons can be defined using GML schema by users and developers. Clients and servers with interfaces that implement the OpenGIS Web Feature Service Interface Standard read and write GML data (Portele, 2007). Many applications use GML as a standard format for the input and output of the system for the purpose of interoperability.

3.2 Semantic description

For semantic interoperability the contents and meanings of the data should be explored in depth. This can be achieved by using ontologies (Yue et al., 2007).
Ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a conceptualization that provides a common vocabulary for a knowledge domain and defines the meaning of the terms and the relations between them (Gruber, 1993).

The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) recommends Web Ontology Language (OWL) as the standard Web ontology language. Other standards are WSML and RDF (W3C, 2012).

3.3 Web Service Composition techniques

There are different techniques for service composition, from different perspectives. In this section two perspectives including ‘Procedure based’ and ‘Service description based’ are investigated.

3.3.1 Procedure based

Considering procedure management there are two general patterns of Web service composition (Mansourian et al., 2011): Centralized and Cascaded. In Centralized patterns a central component is responsible for invocation of the services that are being chained. Therefore no information about other services is sent to a specific service. In Cascaded approach each service connects directly to the other service(s) to invoke the required input parameters/processes or to send the output (Mansourian et al., 2011). The final result is presented to the user by the last service. Figure 3.2 demonstrates the difference in architecture of two service chains. One is based on Centralized (a) method and the other on Cascaded method (b).

Figure 3.2 Centralized (a) vs. Cascaded (b) patterns in service composition (Mansourian et al., 2011).
3.3.2 Service description based

The other approach for categorizing service composition techniques is by considering service description. Before a service is selected for the chaining process in an automatic or semiautomatic way the service should be described. There are two general ways to describe a service. One way is using Web Service Definition Language (WSDL). In geospatial community OGC GetCapabilities operation can be used which guarantees syntactic interoperability. The other way is to use semantics for describing the services.

Many researchers have based their studies on developing systems that fulfill user’s request by chaining different Web services using OGC standards (Stollberg & Zipf, 2007; Friis-Christensen et al., 2009; Kiehle et al., 2007). Some others have brought semantic concepts into chaining process of geospatial Web services (Zhang et al., 2010; Yue et al., 2007; Li et al., 2010). There are also studies bringing both syntax and semantic aspects into considerations (Lemmens et al., 2007).

In general service composition in OGC can be done in a number of ways (Schut, 2007):

1. A BPEL engine can be used to orchestrate a service chain that includes one or more OGC processes (e.g. WPS).

2. A WPS process can be designed to call a sequence of Web services including other WPS processes, thus acting as the service chaining engine.

3. Simple service chains can be encoded as part of the execute query. Such cascading service chains can be executed even via the GET interface.

In this thesis the third approach is used for implementation. Considering the use case in which feature data should be downloaded and loaded into database (chapter 5.2), the third approach seems the best fit. The data needs to be downloaded only once and also it prevents double work. From the procedure based point of view, the Cascaded approach is implemented.
4. Proposed shortest path algorithm and implementation

As highlighted earlier in chapter 2, the shortest path algorithms can be divided into two main categories. For algorithms that rely on network structure, road network topology is required. To create road network topologies, we convert the real road network into an aggregation of nodes and links. Then the shortest path is determined based on this network. However there are some places where the user can make shortcuts. These are called open spaces in this thesis. Considering a pedestrian who is traveling between a start point and an end point, he/she might have to pass through some fixed pathways without the option of choosing a shortcut (these are the edges of the network). But there may be some open spaces where the user can skip one or several edges and go directly from a point to another between which there is no edge. The algorithm for finding the shortest path to pass through the open spaces belongs to the second category of the shortest path algorithms (see chapter 2). Algorithms of the first and the second category can be merged to make a global algorithm for routing. Still there are some points which should be considered before designing the algorithm:

The first problem relates to the location of start/end point. We can simply categorize the areas of a city into a network, non-open spaces, and open spaces. The network represents the streets of the city. It consists of edges (roads) and nodes (intersections). The network is a set of lines and points but the open spaces and non-open spaces are polygons. Once a user asks for the shortest path, if the start (or end) point is on the network (on an edge or on a node of the network), then any of the algorithms for network (e.g. Dijkstra) can be used. Note that the algorithms for network find the path from a node to another node so if the start (or end) point is not exactly on a node) the simplest solution is to guide the user to the nearest node (and for the end point to nearest node to the end) and then finding the shortest path between these two nodes.

If the start (or end) point is not on the network then it is either in a non-open space or in an open space. Being in a non-open space getting the nearest node to start (or end) point could be a solution again. But a major issue arises when the start (or end) point lies in an open space. Here getting the nearest node is not always the best answer. Each open space can be represented by a polygon. This polygon may be convex (Figure 4.1.a, b, c) or concave (Figure 4.1.d). Some obstacles may also exist inside the interior region of the polygon (e.g. buildings in the campus). These are holes or islands of the polygon. The user usually reaches the polygon from one entrance (e.g. a street leading to an open space). In Figure 4.1.a the nearest node to destination point P is “i”. Suppose the user reaches to open space from point e. Then it is not necessary to walk around the open space and the user can make a shortcut directly from e to P. Figure 4.1.b is the same situation but the existence of two holes prevents the visibility of point P until the user
reaches to e'. Figure 4.1.c demonstrates another situation which if the user wants to abide by network links, he/she has to travel much longer and can simply make a shortcut from point e to destination point P. The invisibility of destination point from the entrance point e is not always because of holes and e.g. may be due to a concave polygon (Figure 4.1.d). Here the user should get to node e’ first and then should not continue to node “i” and can directly make a shortcut from e’ to P.

Figure 4.1 Examples of open spaces
Therefore there should be an algorithm for finding the correct node to which the user should be guided. In some cases the first point to which the user should be guided is not a node but can be a vertex of a polygon hole. In Figure 4.1.b the user can start from node e, turn around the big hole and walk through the middle of the polygon toward destination point P.

The second problem is how to tackle the problem of open spaces. To be able to guide the user in open spaces some ‘virtual’ network should be created on the open space. As described in chapter 2, the algorithms for open spaces generally use triangulation of a polygon for creating this virtual network. This triangulation is not the best approach because it is not precise. The algorithm is expected to give the actual shortest path.

In next section the algorithm which presents solutions for the problems mentioned above will be presented.

4.1 Designed shortest path algorithm

Figure 4.2.a shows an area in city of Lund, Sweden. Figure 4.2.b is the network representation of the same area. Streets are edges of the network, intersections are nodes and green polygons are the open spaces. Given a start point S and an end point E, what is the shortest path between S and E? Below is a two phase algorithm, proposed as solution.

*Phase one: Shortest path on network*

a) Find the nearest node to start point/end point. Let (i) be nearest node to start and (j) the nearest node to end (Figure 4.2.b).

b) Find a shortest path between (i) and (j) using Dijkstra’s algorithm. We regard the path found as the first outline. This outline represents the main direction of our shortest path.

c) Check S and E

If neither the start point nor the end point is in any open space the algorithm is done and the resulted outline is the final shortest path.

Otherwise if any of start point or end point or both are in an open space find A or B or both as described below:

d) Find A (in case S is in an open space) and B (in case E is in an open space).

Where A is: Going from S toward E on the path found on step b (first outline), A is the last node which falls in the same open space as S.
Where B is: Going from E toward S on the path found on step b (first outline), B is the last node which falls in the same open space as E.

e) Find the shortest path between S and A (we denote this as $SA$) and/or E and B (we denote this as $SB$) based on the algorithm described in Phase two.

f) Based on different conditions, described below, the final shortest path is determined as:

- If start point is in an open space but end point is not: Final shortest path is $SA$ and path from A to E based on outline.
- If start point is in an open space and end point is as well: Final shortest path is $SA$ and from A to B based on outline and $SB$.
- If start point is not in an open space but end point is: Final shortest path is the path found between S to B based on outline and $SB$.

Phase two: Shortest path in open space

This part is based on the method proposed by Pan et al. (2007). However slight modifications are applied to make it more practical for the implementation part. Given the start point S and/or end point E which are in open spaces and nodes A and/or B found in Phase one (Figure 4.2.c):

a) Connect the start point S and/or end point E to each vertex of the polygon and each vertex of the holes of the polygon. If the connecting line is completely within the polygon (i.e. it is visible from S/E), then take it as a link, as shown in Figure 4.2.c, otherwise ignore the connecting line.

b) Execute step ‘a’ for the nodes A and/or B.

c) Connect each pair of vertices of the polygon and holes of the polygon. If the connecting line is in the polygon (i.e. pairs have visibility), then take it as a link, as shown in Figure 4.2.c, otherwise ignore the connecting line.

d) Find a shortest path in the resulted road network using Dijkstra’s algorithm between S and A and/or E and B.

Note: Not all pairs of points are connected to each other in Figure 4.2.c to make it more legible.

The Final shortest path after doing two phases above is shown in Figure 4.2.d.
4.2 Implementation of the algorithm

The algorithm described in previous chapter was implemented using Java programming language (servlets), PostGIS, pgRouting. PostGIS adds support for geographic objects to the PostgreSQL object-relational database. In effect, PostGIS "spatially enables" the PostgreSQL server (PostGIS, 2012). pgRouting is another component which extends the PostGIS / PostgreSQL geospatial database to provide geospatial routing functionality (pgRouting, 2012).
Servlets are Java programs that run on a Web server (Liang, 2007). Java servlets are capable of communicating with database and send and receive request. At the same time servlets can receive request from a client application. For this study an HTML client was used which sends the data inputs (coordinates of the start and end point) to the Java program via HTTP GET protocol and waits for the result. The result (XML document) returned from the servlet can be rendered in different interfaces as described later in chapter 5.

The feature data (streets and open spaces) for the city of Lund was downloaded from Open Street Map. This data was then loaded into PostGIS tables using shp2pgsql GUI (PostGIS, 2012). Then some processes were done on street data to make it ready for routing. These processes known as making Topology should be done using pgRouting functions. Considering the street data are stored in a table named roads listing 4.1 shows the SQLs which can be executed respectively for making Topology.

```
ALTER TABLE roads ADD COLUMN "source" integer;
ALTER TABLE roads ADD COLUMN "target" integer;
SELECT assign_vertex_id('roads', 0.00001, 'geom', 'gid');
CREATE INDEX source_idx ON roads("source");
CREATE INDEX target_idx ON roads("target");
```

Listing 4.1 SQLs for making Topology in PostGIS using pgRouting functions.

Once the making Topology processes is done, the data is ready to make shortest path queries by using pgRouting shortest_path function (Listing 4.2).

```
Select * From shortest_path('SELECT gid as id, source::integer, target::integer, length::double precision as cost FROM roads', 234, 1875, false, false);
```

Listing 4.2 Instance of SQL for finding shortest path using pgRouting shortest_path function

The shortest_path function above returns a result-set which is the shortest path from node with ID: 234 to node with ID: 1875 in database using Dijkstra. Yet this function does nothing about issues related to open spaces as described in chapter 4.1. This problem was tackled by coding the proposed algorithm in Java. Wherever Dijkstra’s was needed the shortest_path function of pgRouting was used. In other cases java codes were written in a way that all the steps describe in chapter 4.1 were followed for finding the final shortest path.

Some examples of the spatial queries used to fulfill the algorithm proposed in chapter 4.1 are as following:
Listing 4.3 Instance of SQL for finding shortest path using pgRouting 

`shortest_path` function

Listing 4.3 shows the SQL which use point-in-polygon relation to check whether the start point falls in an open space or not. If the point falls in the polygon it returns 1 otherwise it returns 0. Note that a geometry is created from the start point coordinates and it is attributed a spatial reference system (the same SRS in which the open-spaces are stored in database which in our case is 3021 denoting RT-90 gon v).

```sql
Select * From (Select case ST_Covers(poly.geom,Point) When false THEN 0 WHEN true THEN 1 END As results, poly.ID From openareas As poly, ST_SetSRID(ST_Point("+xStartPoint+", "+yStartPoint+") ,3021) As Point) As temp;
```

Listing 4.4 SQL for querying number of interior rings in a polygon

The nested SQL above returns the number of interior rings in a polygon (open space). The polygon is defined by an ID in database.

```sql
Select * From ST_NumInteriorRings({SELECT geom From ST_Dump({Select geom From openareas Where id="+TheContainerPolyofStartPoint+"})});
```

Listing 4.5 SQL for checking intersection of a line and holes of a polygon

The SQL showed in listing 4.5 is like drawing a line be tween start point and point A (see Figure 4.2.c), and checks whether an interior ring (hole) with a specific id intersects with this line or not. If it does it will be regarded as an interfering interior ring and will be kept for next step (chapter 4.1). In the code only the vertices of the interfering interior rings were used for doing routing as described in chapter 4.1. This will reduce computational complexity to a lot extent.

After the interior interrupting rings (holes) are distinguished the below SQL was used to detect the visible vertices of these holes:

```sql
Select ST_Covers({Select geom From openareas Where gid="+TheContainerPolyofStartPoint+"}, {Select ST_MakeLine({Select ST_PointN(ST_InteriorRingN({SELECT geom From ST_Dump {(Select geom From openareas Where id="+TheContainerPolyofStartPoint+"})}), "+ThisInterruptingInteriorRingtoStart+"), "+Vertex num i+"}), ST_SetSRID(ST_MakePoint("+xStartPoint+", "+yStartPoint+") ,3021) })
```

Listing 4.6 SQL for knowing the visible vertices of holes of a polygon from a point
This SQL checks whether the line drawn between start point and the vertex of interior ring with ID i, falls completely in the same open space where the start point is. It returns true or false.

Then between each of these nodes and the point A/B Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm was performed. The node which returns the shortest total path (sum of length of path from node of the ring to A/B and the direct distance from node to start/end point) was chosen and shortest path found was the final path given between start/end point and A/B (chapter 4.1).

Note that all the routing process should be performed in projected reference system appropriate for the area in which the user asks for shortest path. This could be a part of data inputs. However the inputs of the system (which are the start and end point coordinates) were in WGS84. Therefore the below SQL was used for SRS conversions during calculations:

```sql
Select * From ST_X(ST_Transform(ST_SetSRID(ST_Point("+xrt90+", "+yrt90+"), 3021), 4326)) As a, ST_Y(ST_Transform(ST_SetSRID(ST_Point("+xrt90+", "+yrt90+"), 3021), 4326)) As b
```

Listing 4.7 SQL for converting X,Y coordinates from EPSG: 3021 (RT 90 2.5 gon v) to EPSG: 4326 (WGS 1984) spatial reference systems.

4.3 Algorithm test

The system was run for different cases and the results were evaluated visually. The result showed that the algorithm is successfully implemented and works fine. Two examples of the runs are illustrated in Figure 4.3 on top of Google images. In both cases the path found goes through open spaces. In Figure 4.3.a if the user was to abide by streets he/she would have to turn around the square (dotted lines) while in reality one can easily walk through the open space and make a shortcut. The algorithm perfectly finds the shortest path possible by eliminating unnecessary paths. In Figure 4.3.b both the start and points lie within open areas. The figure shows how the algorithm acts with “open eyes” in open spaces. If the shortest path algorithm was only based on the nearest node in the network, the dotted lines would be replaced with the shortcuts and would make the path much longer and in some cases even confusing for the user to follow.
4.4 Discussion

The proposed shortest path algorithm has many advantages over common algorithms. It is designed for pedestrians and therefore is more applicable for some specific purposes such as guiding tourists in a city for sightseeing or for helping people with disabilities like those with visually impaired or elderly people.

Using Dijkstra’s algorithm different weights can be introduced for each edge of the network (streets). In this research only the lengths of the edges were considered for the purpose of implementation to obtain the shortest path regarding the distance. But e.g. if the algorithm is going to be used for guiding tourists in a city, the streets in historical areas can be given more weights so the users have the chance to visit these places while getting to their destination.

In the system developed for implementing the algorithm the data for the city of Lund, Sweden was used. The data covered an area of ca. 4400 ha and the network representing the city streets and intersections was consisted of ca. 51000 links (edges) and ca. 44000 nodes. The response time of the system, however, was quite low (a couple of seconds for any arbitrary start/end point) which seems quite reasonable.
The algorithm may have open spaces feature data as well as the street data as the inputs. Street data for a city may be available through many resources. Many open source/wiki based data providers on Web are available for downloading streets data of the cities. But there is no general definition of open spaces in a city. Therefore the data for open spaces may not be directly available. The automatic extraction of open spaces is currently difficult (or almost impossible). One approach is to create a data frame and remove all the non-open space areas from this layer manually. With this technique there is always a risk that areas considered as open spaces are not really open spaces on earth. Some yards, parks, squares grasses and other grounds that citizens may walk through, may not be even “legally” walkable. There are many legal, conventional and technical aspects to be taken into account before preparing the data for open spaces.

The system developed for implementing the algorithm can easily be published on the Web and can communicate with other applications via standard interfaces. It can be used in many applications such as smart phones and/or applets. This has many advantages comparing to using global routing systems. Although many companies are providing routing functionalities over the Web now but these services may not be useful in small scales. For example the data for pedestrian paths or local streets are not updated fast enough in their data bases. In many cases having a precise and detailed routing system is highly desired for local sectors and municipalities. In such cases using systems similar to our system is beneficial. The algorithm and implementation of this thesis was being used in a European Union funded project belonging to Haptimap which is an EU project aiming at making maps and location based services more accessible by using several senses like vision, hearing, and, particularly, touch (Haptimap, 2012).

The developed routing system can also be used as a Web service and be implemented in a Web service composition with other services as described in chapter 5.
5. System architecture and implementation

5.1 System architecture for composition process

Figure 5.1 shows the system architecture used for the composition process. The architecture is based on the selected approaches for service composition described in chapter 3. It consists of a Geoportal, several WFSs and several WPSs as shown in Figure 5.1.

*Geoportal* is the central component which has the responsibility of getting user’s request, discovering available Web services for providing data and functionality to fulfill the request, translating the user’s request to the format acceptable by Web services and chaining these services in a reasonable order. It has four subcomponents: A user interface, service finder, a composer and a registry.

Each WFS corresponds to street and open spaces data of a city. The WPSs are Web services that perform required processes for finding the shortest path. Differences between WPSs may be because of the algorithms for path finding or the data format they accept.

Once the user asks for the shortest path between two desired points, this request is transferred to Service Finder (Figure 5.1.). The Service Finder looks for candidates which can be chained to fulfill the user’s request. OGC services define themselves via *GetCapabilities* operation (Schut, 2007). The service finder sends *GetCapabilities* request to all WFSs and WPSs which are registered within Service Registry. After receiving the capabilities documents it checks whether the WFS contain layers for street and open spaces and if the layers cover the area requested by user (regarding BBOX). Finding a WFS satisfying both these conditions the service finder looks for proper WPS. A WPS which accepts the possible output format of the selected WFS and supports the processes needed for path finding would be chosen. This information of the proper WFS and WPS are sent to the composer. The composer generates *Execute* operation request (Schut, 2007) according to acceptable format by WPS and sends this to the selected WPS. This request is a nested request which contains the location for accessing feature-level data (chapter 5).

Once the WPS receives the request different components are distinguished from that. First a URL to the Web address where the street data can be accessed. Second a URL to open spaces. Third the coordinates for start point and end point. The feature data will be downloaded from the selected WFS (via GetFeature request) and will be processed furtherer and made ready for routing. Once the WPS finishes the process the result (shortest path between input coordinates) is returned to the composer and from there to
the user interface to be rendered. The whole processes mentioned above are performed automatically.

5.2 System implementation

A prototype system was implemented based on the designed architecture using software and tools shown in Figure 5.2.

A Geoportal was developed by using Java programming language. User interface was an HTML client which sends the user request to the java program via HTTP GET protocol. At the end it is capable of receiving result from composer and rendering it on top of Google layers using java scripts and Google API. Other components of the Geoportal were programmed in Java.

For publishing the data two WFSs were considered. ArcGIS Server 10 (ArcGIS Server, 2012) which supports OGC WFS was used to publish street and open spaces data for the

Figure 5.1 System architecture
city of Malmo, Sweden. The ArcGIS Server is capable of giving feature data in variousormats. The most famous one is GML. Another prototype WFS was created by using
GeoServer (Geoserver, 2012). Streets and open spaces data for the city of Lund, Sweden
were published with WFS support via GeoServer. Geoserver gives out feature data in
various formats including GML and ESRI Shape files.

Two prototype WPSs were developed using Java servlets, PostGIS, pgRouting. One WPS
is capable of receiving feature data in GML and the other in ESRI Shape files formats.

The WPS Execute request (when using GET method) should be encoded before being
sent to the server. Inputs can be both features and scalars (Schut, 2007). The feature
inputs are in fact addresses to the location where features can be accessed. In this case the
features (streets and open spaces) can be reached from WFS (Geoserver or ArcGIS
Server). Therefore the WFS GetFeature request will be passed as feature input for the
WPS. In our system the routing request which is sent to the WPS has six inputs, two
features (streets and open spaces data sets) and four scalars (latitudes and longitudes for
start and end points).

Listing 5.1 shows a KVP encoded URL which is a sample WPS Execute request
generated by composer.

```
http://localhost:8080/ThesisImplementationDWP/RoutingServlet45?
Request=Execute&
Service=WPS&
Version=1.0.0&
Identifier=Router&
DataInputs=Streets%3Dhttp%3A%2F%2Flocalhost%3A2012%2Fgeoserver%2FThesisImplementation%2Fows%3Fservice%3DWFS%26version%3D1.0.0%26request%3DGetFeature%26typeName%3DThesisImplementation%3DROADS_Splitted%26maxFeatures%3D500000%26outputFormat%3DSHAPEZIP%40EPSG%3D3021%3B+OpenAreas%3D+http%3A%2F%2Flocalhost%3A2012%2Fgeoserver%2FThesisImplementation%2Fows%3Fservice%3DWFS%26version%3D1.0.0%26request%3DGetFeature%26typeName%3DThesisImplementation%3DOPENAREAS%26maxFeatures%3D500%26outputFormat%3DSHAPEZIP%40EPSG%3D3021%3B+xStartPoint%3D13.21380978296%3B+yStartPoint%3D55.7009284525714%3B+xEndPoint%3D13.1954101954645%3B+yEndPoint%3D55.701712131652&
RawDataOutput=Route
```

Listing 5.1 Sample WPS Execute request

Once the WPS receives the above request, it distinguishes the DataInputs argument. The
java URLEncoder class was used to decode the value of the argument. In this case the
decoded value of the DataInputs is shown in Listing 5.2.
After the feature data is downloaded from the WFS it is stored as files (Shape files or GML) on the local directory of WPS’s server. The Geoserver generates a SHAPE.ZIP file which should be unzipped first. It may also give GML according to the request. The ArcGIS server gives GML. The next step is loading these data into the PostGIS tables.

If the data is shape files the ZIP files are first unzipped by using Java. The `shp2pgsql` GUI can no longer be used since everything should be done automatically. Instead the command line version of the `shp2pgsql` together with Java were used to make the process automatic for loading the shape files into the data base. Listing 5.3 shows the Java codes for doing this. The ShellCommandRunner method sends the input strings to `Windows Command Prompt` for execution. The `shp2pgsql` converts shape files to SQL files. Then the `creatdb` was used which is a command line executable program using for creating database in PostgreSQL. For loading the SQL file into the database the `psql` command line program was used. `psql` is another command line program for running SQL files. The `pgRouting` is then installed using installing SQL files. At last the SQLs for making Topology are executed and the data is ready for routing (Listing 5.3).
If the data is GML, `ogr2ogr` was used to make the process of loading the data into database automatic. Listing 5.4 shows how the ShellCommandRunner Java method sends command lines to windows command prompt for invoking `ogr2ogr`. 

Listing 5.3 Java codes sending command lines to windows command prompt for loading the data into the database

```java
//Converting Shape file to SQL file
ShellCommandRunner("C:/TargetDirectory/shp2pgsql -c -a 3821 -I -W LATIN1 C:/TargetDirectory/ROADS_Splitted.shp roads > C:/TargetDirectory/roads.sql");
ShellCommandRunner("C:/TargetDirectory/shp2pgsql -c -a 3821 -I -W LATIN1 C:/TargetDirectory/OPENAREAS.shp openareas > C:/TargetDirectory/openareas.sql");

//Creating Database
ShellCommandRunner("C:/TargetDirectory/createdb -U postgres -T postgres -p 5433 -w thesisimplementation");

//Loading the roads data into the database
ShellCommandRunner("C:/TargetDirectory/postql -f C:/TargetDirectory/roads.sql -d thesisimplementation -U postgres -p 5433");
ShellCommandRunner("C:/TargetDirectory/postql -f C:/TargetDirectory/openareas.sql -d thesisimplementation -U postgres -p 5433");

//Installing gproting
ShellCommandRunner("C:/TargetDirectory/postql -f C:/TargetDirectory/routing_core.sql -d thesisimplementation -U postgres -p 5433");
ShellCommandRunner("C:/TargetDirectory/postql -f C:/TargetDirectory/routing_core_wrappers.sql -d thesisimplementation -U postgres -p 5433");
ShellCommandRunner("C:/TargetDirectory/postql -f C:/TargetDirectory/routing_topology.sql -d thesisimplementation -U postgres -p 5433");

//Creating Topology for the database
ShellCommandRunner("C:/TargetDirectory/postql -f C:/TargetDirectory/Topology.sql -d thesisimplementation -U postgres -p 5433");
```

Listing 5.4 Java codes sending command lines to windows command prompt for loading the data into the database

```java
//Creating Database
ShellCommandRunner("C:/TargetDirectory/createdb -U postgres -T postgres -p 5433 -w thesisimplementation");

//Loading the roads data into the database
ShellCommandRunner("C:/FWTools2.4.7/bin/or2ogr.exe -f PostgreSQL -a_srs "EPSG:3821" PG:\""host=localhost port=5433 user=postgres +dbname=thesisimplementation password=123456\" C:/TargetDirectory/Valmo/roads_splited.xml -nln roads -overwrite");
ShellCommandRunner("C:/FWTools2.4.7/bin/or2ogr.exe -f PostgreSQL -a_srs "EPSG:3821" PG:\""host=localhost port=5433 user=postgres +dbname=thesisimplementation password=123456\" C:/TargetDirectory/Valmo/openareas.xml -nln openareas -overwrite");

//Installing gproting
ShellCommandRunner("C:/TargetDirectory/postql -f C:/TargetDirectory/routing_core.sql -d thesisimplementation -U postgres -p 5433");
ShellCommandRunner("C:/TargetDirectory/postql -f C:/TargetDirectory/routing_core_wrappers.sql -d thesisimplementation -U postgres -p 5433");
ShellCommandRunner("C:/TargetDirectory/postql -f C:/TargetDirectory/routing_topology.sql -d thesisimplementation -U postgres -p 5433");

//Creating Topology for the database
ShellCommandRunner("C:/TargetDirectory/postql -f C:/TargetDirectory/Topology.sql -d thesisimplementation -U postgres -p 5433");
```
The WPSs use the algorithm and implementation described in chapter 4 for finding the final shortest path. The result is in form of GML and at the end will be passed to composer and from there to UI for rendering.

Figure 5.3 is a flowchart demonstrating the workflow of the system. As shown in Figure 5.3, depending on the area on which the user asks for the shortest path, several WFSs and WPSs might be found. E.g. if a WFS containing feature data needed for routing is found and it gives only GML as output (like ArcGIS server) the system looks for a proper WPS which accepts GML. The same process happens for output of Shape files. But what if the WFS is capable of giving both GML and Shape files (like Geoserver)? In this case the system algorithm was designed to prefer Shape files. GMLs are text based files and for this they take more space in memory and consume more time for loading while Shape files are binaries which are considerably smaller in size for the same area.
Figure 5.3 System work flow
5.3 Case study

The system was tested for two possible scenarios:

A) The user asks for the shortest path between following coordinates (WGS84):

Start Point Latitude: 55.591504206976
Start Point Longitude: 12.9848197225056
End Point Latitude: 55.6028622180891
End Point Longitude: 12.9813056817195

This set of coordinates fall within city of Malmo. The ArcGIS server which contains the data for city of Malmo should be chosen as the proper WFS. It should then be chained to the WPS which accepts GML which is the possible output format of ArcGIS Server. This scenario was tested successfully and the result is shown in Figure 5.4.a.

B) The user wants to travel between (coordinates in WGS84):

Start Point Latitude: 55.7009284525714
Start Point Longitude: 13.2012380978296
End Point Latitude: 55.7017121131652
End Point Longitude: 13.1954101954645

The above boundary is located within municipality of Lund. So, the selected WFS should be Geoserver which contains the feature data for city of Lund. Geoserver can generate GML and Shape files as output. Therefore, two WPSs will be chosen as candidates. Shape files should be preferred and the WPS which accepts Shape files should be selected for the second part of the chain. This test returned successful result as well (Figure 5.4.b).
Figure 5.4 Running the system with two different scenarios (a) For set of coordinates in city of Malmo, (b) For set of coordinates in city of Lund.
5.4 Discussion

The system developed is a representation of automatic Web service composition using OGC standards and interfaces for routing. Although the primary concern is finding the shortest-path the design, philosophy and architecture are general enough to be applicable to the broader community of geospatial Web service composition.

In an automatic service composition all the processes should be done without human interference. The user has no control over what is happening inside the system and everything should be done automatically. A simple problem at some point of the chain can ruin the whole processes. For example for any unexpected reason if the Windows operating system does not accept the command: "C:/FWTools2.4.7/bin/ogr2ogr.exe" the data is not loaded into the database and the chain stops working and no matter how well other steps are accomplished, the user gets no result. Although it has been tried to make standard interfaces for programs in computer technology but many applications are still platform dependent. For example, in executable programs such as ogr2ogr or shp2pgsql the commands for making the same request may be different depending on the operating system of the machine on which the system is working.

For very long distances the system may not be efficient enough regarding the time of response. For queries within common extents of a city (Lund or Malmo in Sweden) the response time of the system is quite reasonable (couple of seconds). But if the user asks for the shortest path from Stockholm to Copenhagen even if the required feature data could be found from a data server, the response time of the system may rise considerably. Also if the features are available as GML this is even worse. The computer used for the purpose of implementing the system in this study was a PC with common configurations up to date. Downloading GML from any of ArcGIS Server or Geoserver WFSs would take much time for a city. Both GML and SQL are text based formats and therefore need more time for loadings or reading/writings and this makes the system not appropriate for queries over long distances. Running the system on server machines can ameliorate the pain and of course in future computers/servers with higher configurations can reduce the computation time.
6. Conclusion and future directions

The purpose of this study was firstly presenting an algorithm for planning path for pedestrians to guide users in a city and secondly developing a system for an automatic Web service composition for routing.

To fulfill the first aim a shortest path algorithm with a special emphasis on open spaces in cities was developed. The algorithm is unique in the way that it takes open spaces data as well as the streets data as inputs and gives the shortest path considering open spaces and shortcuts which can be made through them. Chapter 4 describes the proposed shortest path algorithm and the system which was developed for implementation. The algorithm and the system were tested and showed successful results.

The second aim was achieved by developing a system capable of automatic composition of Web services for routing. Two WFSs and two WPSs were developed and considered as data and processing services, respectively. A geoportal has also been developed to manage the composition processes. The system was run for different scenarios and the results were successfully achieved.

This work demonstrates that using service composition for designing navigation systems is much more beneficial comparing to Web-GISs. The designed system based on service composition and DGIS is more applicable and is not limited to data and functionality of the Web-GIS. Such systems can use all the resources which are available on Web and hence can be much more useful for the users.

In the system described in section 5, the user has no control over the composition process. For instance, when the user asks for the shortest path, the system looks for available data needed for routing on the Web. In this way the quality of the data which is found by the system is not guaranteed. For enhancing the system proposed in this thesis, a component which checks the data quality is recommended. Likewise, during the system run, there could be some points where the system functionality can be expanded regarding e.g. the response time, accuracy, etc. The prioritizing of using Shapefiles over GML files for the WPS input which was described in chapter 5.2 is an example of such situations. One solution could be giving more background information to the user by, for example, providing options in the user interface for having more control on the system work flow.

The system presented in this study is working based on syntactic interoperability of Web services. The services which were contributed in composition processes could define themselves syntactically and it was supposed that there are no semantic heterogeneities in the data and the analysis. However in reality semantic heterogeneity exists between
different data services as well as processing services. For example, there may be two processing services, both for routing, but one of them is designed for vehicle’s routing while the other only supports pedestrians path finding algorithms. The proper selection of service for each use case can be achieved by semantic description of the services. Or for example there might be two data services both publishing a ‘Main Road’ layer. However the definition of main road might be different between different data publishers. It could refer to highways or simply city main roads. A semantic description of the data can solve this problem. Future studies are encouraged to consider semantic description of data and services in their work. For example the automatic extraction of open space data which was discussed in chapter 4 can be achieved by defining semantics for proper data and services. Although there have been many researches about using semantics in service composition in last years, but it is still an ongoing research area in geospatial community. The proposed system in this research can be enriched semantically and in this way gain more functionality and also cope with future of Web technology.
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